D-Penicillamine in the Neonatal Period: Past (!), Present (!?) and Future (?!)
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Abstract

D-penicillamine (D-PA) was first recognized as a potential benefit for neonatal hyperbilirubinemia (NHBI) caused by hemolytic diseases of the newborn infant or immaturity of UDP-glucuronyltransferase enzyme. During a long-term follow up study there was a remarkably low incidence of retrolental fibroplasia (RLF) in the infants treated with D-PA in their neonatal period. Then, all infants < 1500 g birthweight were treated with D-PA to prevent retinopathy of prematurity (ROP). This preventive intervention was associated with elimination of all stages of ROP in this randomized, single-centered comparison analysis (trial or RCT). The 14-day course of D-PA administration were replicated in other institutes in the USA and India. It is important to note that there was no intolerance or short- or long-term toxicity of the medication, in spite of the fact that D-PA was used 10-20 times higher doses in the newborn period, than those in adult age. To our concept, the bilirubin-induced neurologic dysfunction (BIND), ROP and Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD) are neurodegenerative and neurodevelopmental diseases (NDs) of immature brain caused by accumulation of free metals and other neurotoxic formations, respectively, in the basal ganglia (BG) and other parts of the central nervous system (CNS) relevant to the above mentioned conditions. The main factor is the hemolysis of neonatal red blood cells. This process is going with the induction of a great amount of heavy metals (mainly iron and copper) and producing reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS and RNS). These elements are circulating in the bloodstream, and pass through the immature blood-brain-barrier (BBB), finding entrance into the central nervous system (CNS). The author hope that this review will be able to call the attention of neonatologists and the drug manufacturers’ onto this promising intravenous drug treatment.
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Past

Introduction

D-PENICILLAMINE (D-PA) was first isolated as an amine from the degradation products of penicillin by Abraham, et al. in 1942 [1]. Clarke and Cornforth perceived the similarity to the naturally occurring amino acid L-cysteine, and postulated the formulation as β-β-dimethylcysteine [2]. Unlike its precursor penicillin, D-PA does not have any antibiotic activity and so initially, interesting the compound arose only out of its position in the processes of degradation and synthesis of penicillin. Nevertheless, it subsequently has found an extensive use in medicine: firstly in 1956 by Walshe, in the treatment of Wilson’s disease [3]. Clarke and Cornforth perceived the similarity to the naturally occurring amino acid L-cysteine, and postulated the formulation as β-β-dimethylcysteine [2]. Unlike its precursor penicillin, D-PA does not have any antibiotic activity and so initially, interesting the compound arose only out of its position in the processes of degradation and synthesis of penicillin. Nevertheless, it subsequently has found an extensive use in medicine: firstly in 1956 by Walshe, in the treatment of Wilson’s disease [3]. It has since been used or suggested for use in the treatment of cystinuria, Rheumatoid arthritis (RA), juvenile RA, palindromic rheumatism, scleroderma, primary biliary cirrhosis, alcohol detoxification, heavy metal removal, chronic active hepatitis, morphea, keloid, keratosis
Case report

There were some very impressive cases in our practise in neonatology deserved to show them individually. The first patient who were treated with D-PA in her neonatal period was an AB0-incompatible preterm infant with birthweight of 2200 g. At an extremely high TSB (32.5 mg/dL = 546 micromol/L) IV administration was begun. The first dose caused a spectacular fall of 6.5 mg/dL in TSB within 4 hours, and under the influence of such treatment, we were able to witness a gradual disappearance of the NHBI. She is now a member of a famous operhouse in Germany as an opera singer (Figure 1) [17]. This case is all the more remarkable because the baby showed typical symptoms of acute bilirubin encephalopathy at 3-6 days of age: Somnolence, hypotonia, loss of the Moro reflex and sometimes opisthotonus. In addition, she was in need of cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) just at the beginning of the ET because of a cardiac arrest, so, the intervention (ET) was not performed and it proved to be unsuccessful concerning the high TSB. Surviving the neonatal period, however, she have not been demonstrated any chronic manifestations of Bilirubin-Induced Neurologic Dysfunction (BIND), including the most common sequelae of sensorineural hearing impairment. The lack of chronic (residual) symptoms

Table 1: History and mode of administration of D-PA in neonates in Debrecen NICU (in NHBI the drug was used 3 × 100 mg/kg bw. daily for 1-7 days, IV or PO depending on TSB).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 × 100 mg/kg bw. IV for 1-7 days</td>
<td>3 × 100 mg/kg bw IV for 3 days</td>
<td>3 × 100 mg/kg bw IV for 3 days + 50 mg/kg IV for 2 weeks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aim of the IV drug administration</td>
<td>only NHBI</td>
<td>all prematures &lt; 1500 g bw</td>
<td>all prematures &lt; 1500 g bw</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D-PA in the neonatal period

In this survey I will review our D-PA research, which embraces a period of more than 45 years and intending to focus on a few aspects which seems to me as especially important for neonatologists and pediatricians. When in the early 1970s, we reviewed the role of D-PA in the treatment of neonatal hyperbilirubinemia (NHBI) the drug was new to most neonatologists [5,6]. The idea that D-PA might be a suitable drug to act as a copper-binding agent for use to control icterus neonatorum occurred, serendipitously, to me, while reflecting on the similarity of copper storage in Wilson’s disease and neonates. It is well known that all neonates have increased concentration of copper in their liver and brain, and a decreased concentration of a specific plasma copper-protein, ceruloplasmine (Cp), in comparison with individuals over one-year-old [7]. D-PA has been found effective to decrease the concentration of bilirubin in blood samples in vitro. Subsequent clinical studies for control of NHBI was introduced to our department in March 1973. This drug, given intravenously (IV) to newborns, greatly reduces the TSB or prevents its increase, which is usually seen during the first few days of life. This treatment is especially effective in jaundice of hemolytic origin, such as AB0- or Rhesus incompatibility, and used together with phototherapy it has largely replaced exchange transfusions (ETs) in several neonatal units in Hungary and other countries [8-14].

In the course of conducting clinical trials to investigate the presumably beneficial effects of D-PA in the reduction of retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) [15,16] we routinely measured the TSB of very low birth weight (VLBW) infants. There was no significant difference between the D-PA-treated and control groups either in the mean peak TSB or in the number of ETs needed. This suggests phototherapy alone proved to be just as effective as phototherapy plus D-PA in babies with a birth weight under 1500 g. The most frequent clinical factors in the severity of NHBI of VLBW infants include increasing immaturity, unrecognized neonatal hemolysis, array of genetic conditions or concurrent conditions of dehydration, sepsis or acidosis, hypoalbuminemia and/or poor feeding (Table 1).
neonatal jaundice. The original aim of our retrospective screening program, carried out in 1979, was to estimate the incidence of retrolental fibroplasia (RLF) [19]. It was surprising that among D-PA recepient babies (n = 62) there was only one case of RLF, whereas ten out of the 132 without such treatment developed severe cicatricial stages of the disease [20]. We then decided that all infants weighing < 1500 g birthweight and requiring supplemental oxygen should receive D-PA therapy. During the second period there was one case out of 133 infant survivals where RLF developed. This baby received three days treatment and three weeks oxygen therapy. We then changed the dosage and duration of D-PA administration. During the third period the new mode of the drug administration, however, was still not able to totally eradicate the occurrence of RLF. During the fourth period we conducted a strictly controlled prospective trial to investigate the presumably beneficial effects of D-PA not only in the prevention of the cicatrical form of the disease but also in the reduction of the acute stages of retinopathy [15,16]. During the 22-month study period nine infants were diagnosed as having ROP stage I or greater during their hospital stay. These premature infants belonged to the control group, so that, with respect to the frequency of active phases, the difference between the D-PA-treated and control group is statistically significant [21-25].

Finally, we show here two photos of a Hungarian girl (Figure 2) and an American boy (Figure 3). They were born under 800 g birthweight, received long-term oxygen therapy and a short-term D-PA treatment.

Prevention of ROP

In industrialized countries, ROP has been characterised by two notable epidemics over the past 75 years. The first epidemic ceased following controlled oxygen administration. The second epidemic of ROP has occurred due to increased survival rates of VLBW infants. A current concern is that a third epidemic of ROP may be emerging: ROP now becoming more significant in developing countries as well, in addition not only in so called “fetal infants” with around 500 g birthweight, but above or equal to 1000 g [18].

The history of D-PA therapy in neonates under 1500 g birth weight can be divided into four periods. During the first period D-PA was used only against
Non-replication of the replicable

Dr. William A. Silverman has written the above quoted title. He was “the pope of neonatology”, the author of famed books and proved to be our greatest mentor and supporter [26-29]. Bill has reviewed our research work in details, and insisted on the importance of replications (Figure 4).

I can say that until Silverman’s declaration only sporadic publications appeared in Hungarian and Polish journals [8,10-14] mainly about the treatment of neonatal jaundice. Then, we published a provocative letter [30] to persuade others to perform randomized controlled trials in the prevention of ROP. This letter and a personal meeting resulted in publications from Christensen and his coworkers [31,32] which can be considered as the first international replication of our observation and clinical trials. They also recognised no immediate intolerance of the prepared solution of D-PA given by nasogastric tube, nor did they observe any evidence of renal, haematological, or hepatic toxicity in patients approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).

Although the UTAH-study was performed in a subsequent century, its results confirmed our findings of controlled trials, namely no babies had ROP with birth weight above 750 g (in Hungary) or 650 g (in Utah, US), respectively, and no adverse effects were observed. Consequently we agree with the conclusion, and that further multicentered, randomized, placebo-controlled clinical trials are warranted. It seems to us that D-PA does indeed reduce the retinal revascularization, but not sufficient to prevent the cases occurring among babies with average birthweight around 600 g.

Later, a research group in India conducted a prospective controlled trial [33,34] without any reduction in the number of ROP in the D-PA-treated group. This controversial outcome was reflected in the Cochrane reviews concerning the prevention of ROP [25,34]. The explanation of difference lies (1) In the mode of administration of D-PA (parenteral-or oral-treatment) and (2) In the start of treatment (within 12 hours or 3-5 days of age). At the same time the drug was well tolerated and did not have any major short-term adverse effects. In conclusion, the Indian authors have written the followig sentences: “......in our study, the mean age of administration in the D-PA group was 3.5 ± 1.91 days,.....this was because enteral administration in our study was possible only after establishing feed tolerance,..... The bioavailability of enteral D-PA may be poorer than intravenous D-PA,...... retinal angiogenesis happens to commences very early in the neonatal period”.

We may accept the latter statements without debate [35].

Present

Administration only enterally

Bizarrely, D-PA is a very cheap, low-cost drug, but at the same time it is developed under the Orphan Drug Act of 1983 in the U.S. which is a federal law concerning rare diseases (orphan diseases) [36]. This means that the pharmaceutical companies produce this “homeless, not a money-maker” drug with reluctance. For example the IV form of D-PA is nowadays not available in the market and the per os preparation is produced by a few companies in the world. The bioavailability of intravenously administered drug is 100% since no absorption process is involved. The rate of absorption of orally administered drugs is slower in neonates and young infants due to delayed gastric emptying resulting to prolongation in time required to achieve maximal plasma concentration. In the early period of D-PA therapy we used lower doses and, observing the lack of any adverse effects, we raised the dose gradually until the achievement of optimal bilirubin decrease. Compared with later age, neonates have significant differences in physiology affecting drug absorption, distribution, metabolism, and elimination. Fortunately, the developmental pharmacology and the age related effects of D-PA largely favoured by the administration of unusually high dosis of this drug [37,38]. Paediatric patients display different pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic responses to drugs. This is why we can speak about developmental or age-related pharmacology. In the Table 2 we demonstrate the results of our animal experiments regarding the age-related differences in the effects of D-PA [17]. The high activity of HO in the newborn could reflect the enzyme-inducing action of metals - mainly Cu and Fe - derived from the breakdown of fetal erythrocytes [39].

Since the IV administration is not possible nowadays, according to the already mentioned American and Indian authors, likewise our present praxis, the enteral

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: The age-related differences in effects of D-PA.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Neonates</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexobarbital sleeping-time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heme oxygenase-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cytochrom- P-450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peroxidases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LD50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radioprotection</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
administration also a promising treatment especially in NHBI, and less effective in prevention of ROP [12,13,31,33,40-42].

**Future**

D-PA can exert neuroprotective effects in BIND, ROP, ASD and may be in other neurodegenerative disorders. Our observations - together with other convincing cases participating in the long-term (28-40 years) follow-up - suggest that DPA-therapy in the neonatal period may have significant neuroprotective effects in cases jeopardized by BIND, ROP and may be ASD or other neurodegenerative diseases [17]. According to our hypothesis D-PA can modulate the function of gasotransmitters and alters the copper homeostasis in the brain, so, it can protect the brain (especially the basal ganglia and retina) from various injury. During the last 45 years Hungarian neonatologists have treated a number of term- and preterm- infants with D-PA. No acute or long-term adverse effects or any late complications of this treatment protocol have been observed during several years of follow-up. According to our opinion, the most important “discovery” of D-PA-project is that this drug should be undoubtedly effective (jaundice, ROP, lead burden [43]) and may be effective in the prevention of ASD (a well-designed, large multicenter randomized controlled trial is required) and the HIV’s vertical infection [44]. It is safe (more than 25-30000 cases only in Hungary without any side effects!) and quite inexpensive (even more for the developing countries!), and it can be used in unusually high doses as a short-term therapy in the neonatal brain’s defence [45-51].

Finally, despite many decades of interest and repeated claims about the causal role of various factors in the pathogenesis of BIND, ROP and ASD, and their prevention or therapy, the matter remains completely unsettled. In 1985, encouraging initial results of D-PA prevention in ROP were confirmed in CRTs. Once more, no effort has been made to organise an international independent multicentre prospective controlled clinical trial yet, and the uncertainty about the use of this approach remains unresolved.

**Proposal for international controlled trial**

**Title:** Will D-penicillamine administration (if possible intravenous administration) reduce the incidence of ROP or ASD among very low birthweight preterm babies or infants with birthweight > 2000 g with hyperbilirubinemia? The first dose must be administer within 12 hours of life.

This would be a prospective, randomized, placebo-controlled, multicentered trial, and a 5 years project.
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